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schlagen, (Geld) herausschinden, herauspressen' ; for the cognates in
Balto-Slavic : Lett. luþt' schàIen, l<ahl machen ', scherzhaft ' essen ' (!),
lwþitoât ' schäien, kiauben, nagen, kauen, zausen, z;rtpfen, rupÍen, plündern', Russ. luþitø ' (ab)schälen, aufpicken (Eier) ', Polish luþió ' abschälen, herabhauen, berauben, plündern, Augen aulreissen, tüchtigen Schlag versetzen'. There can be little doubt that the original
meaning was the more concrete and detailed one, e.g. 'to bark'. It is
therefore not right to connect it with Skt. lormþátl 'breaks, injures,
suppresses, removes', a connection rightly rejected by Mavnuonen

(Etym. Wb. d. Altind.).

A European Substratum Word.
Contents : r. introduction, z. Àéru - ðìór.rc'tåÀou$ô not IE, 3. Lith. lùþt'i etc. cognate,
4. Lith. luoba. etc., 5. Lat. li.bev,6. Goth. laufs
etc. ; coppice-economy, 7. other Baltic forms,
8. a central and southern European substratum, g. rcoÀánru¡ etc.

r.

The etymology I am going to defend is not new. But it has apparentbeen discarded, because it could not be Indo-European. I think the
last is true, but this cloes not mean that the etymology is not right. At
present it is not even mentioned by Fxrsx (Griech. Etyn't.. Wb.) or Fn,tBNKEL (L¿t. Etyno. Wb.).
z. The facts are these. The Greek verb for'to bark' (a tree) is À12c,.,.
Its meaning is quite general, ' to strip off the rind or husks, to peel ', also
'give a hiding, i.e. thrash' and in comedy 'to eat' (also l1øzer. (sic)'
rcareo$le,. in Eupolis according to Photius). It is eviclently cognate with
ðÀótrre,l ' pluck out, tear out, stripp off ' (' abschâlen, abreissen, ausrupfen'), which Hesychius glosses as Àení(ew, riÀÀew, rcoÀ,árrew, and
with dÀou/eiz, which Photius equates with ciÀrjzzerz, Hesychius with

ly

ríÀÀew.

Now it is also evident that the latter group cannot be Indo-European.
This is demonstrated by r. prothetic vowel d- i 2. e lo : ou i J. r i $.
Though there are a few cases where a Greek 'prothetic vowel' of PIE
origin (i.e. developed f¡om a laryngeal) is absent in cognate forms within
Greek, these constitute a very smal1 group, while forms with prothetic
vowel alternating with forms without that vowel are well established for
the Greek substratum language (see my Develoþment of the PIE Løryngeøls in Greek, p. 7zf. and Z+-6); together with the other points this
proves the non-IE origin of the word(s).
3. Lith. lùþti and its cognates have the same range of meanings. I
cite from FnepNxcr, for htþti 'schälen, abhäuten, schinden, prügeln,
verhauen,

mit

Schlagen züchtigen, herausreissen, herausgraben, heÍaus-

F'our essential moments can be discerned in these meanings ; r. to
bark, z. to tear out, 3. to beat, 4. to eat. It is not easy to see the connection between these actions (rvhich will be shown below). Now it is
essential, I think, that both the Greek words (cf. r. Àení(etv, 2. rlÀÀew,
3. rcoÀd.nrecv) and the Balto-Slavic ones show all these factors. This
makes the conclusion that they are cognate almost unavoidable, on the
assumption that they are not IE. The relation *leþ- : *luþ- has its parallel

in

tiÀoz(r)-

:

åÀou$-.

4. The interchange r l$, probably from þ lbh, seen in the Greek words
makes it possible that the Lithuanian forms with ô belong to the same

: (FnaeNKEL s.v. løubãnè, Iubà) l,uobø ' (Baum)rinde, Schale',
laù,bti ' graben, scharren, abschälen, herunterstreilen', lwbènø 'abgeschä1te Haut, Schale (verschiedener trrüchte) ', cf. Lett. lwôbt ' schãlen, klauben, ablôsen ', Russ. lwb 'Borke, Bast ', Polish lub 'Borke,
Baumrinde'.
root

5. With the last group Lat. liber has been rightly connected. f cite
the meanings given by EnNour-MBrrrnr (Dict. étym. d,e lø langwe løt.) :
< r. pellicule qui se trouve entre le bois et l'écorce extérieure (cortex),
Ie liber, sur laquelle on écrivait avant la découverte du papyrus ; ... z. le
<livrer¡ lui-même... r¡ The authors virtually reject the connection with
Llt}l lòtþti etc., since these words are isolated in IE. This is true, but
it is no objection against the etymology. They also object that there
is no trace oI u lor this word in Latin. Here they are too sceptical, I
think, as regards delwbruno, which was explained in antiquity as < fustem
delibratum, h.e. decorticatum > ancl < effigies, a delibratione corticis ir
(of course, the two statements may go back to the same source). It is
evident that many 'et5rmologies' of antiquity are nonsensical (as is
< sicut locum in quo figerent candelam candelabrum appellatum, ita in
quo deum ponerent nominatum delubrum >), but this one is not very
likely to have been invented without some support in fact. But even if
there were no evidence for ø, this ' missing link' would not make the
etymology impossible : f see no serious objections, and the agreement
in form and meaning strongly suggests a common source.
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barked, the bark being used for tanning, the stal<es themselves for other
purposes.

same root.

Less evident is that the Germanic words for 'foliage' also belong
here : Goth. laufs løuf, OI{G loub (MHG Lau,b), OS lõf , OE (ModE) leaf ,
Dutch loof, OIcel. lauf. To see this one should have some idea of what
is called in German < Niederwaldwirtschaft ¡, which might be translated
by coppice(wood)-economy, which also enables us to see the connection
between the meanings of Àéz¿¿ llùþti. My idea is based on J. TnInn,
Holz (Minster iKöln rgJz). The basic fact is that the fo¡est was an important factor in certain economies and was used for various pltrposes.
Essential of a coppice is that the trees, not having the same height
everywhete, are 'polled' or cut back, so as to produce a thick close
growth of young branches. " Im allgemeinen ist die Lode und ihr Laub,
die Stange oder ihre Rinde das ZíeI der Wirtschaft " (p. S). The very
young branches with the leaves on them (which is the oldest meaning
o1 Laub) are torn off and given as fodder to the animals ; " Im Futterlaubwald werden alle zwei bis drei Jahre die voll ergrtinten Laubzweige

gerupft oder geschnitten und entweder frisch oder für den Winter
getrocknet dem Vieh verfüttert " (p. q). Now 'tear of is one of the
meanings of ôÀónre,.v lðÀou$eív (cf. ziÀÀeru) and the same meaning is
given for Lith. lùþti (herausreissen) (r). This explains the connection
between these verbs and Germ. Løwb.
Also the idea of 'cutting back', which is essential in coppicewoods,
is evidenced lor ôÀ.óttrepby xoÀdtrrerl (and probably in ' give a thrashing '
for À/ø<,.,), for Lith. lìtþti by ' prügeln, verhauen, mit Schlagen züchtigen,
herausschÌagen'. Cf. for 'beating' ìévìpov èrtrcercop.p.évov, which is the
technical term for such a tree.
Further both the Greek and the Lithuanian words have the meaning
'to bark'. Now of course Tnron is right when he says : 'r Rupfen und
Schälen sind zwei recht verschiedene Arbeitsvorgänge " (p. rz8), but
throughout his book it appears that the two are closeiy associated (as
in the words cited above, where the bark is called one of the products
of coppicewood) : in coppice some twigs are used as fodder, others
those of oaks, which must preferably be eighteen years old

-

It

that (1) to bark, (2) to tear out, and (3) to beat, to
are closely associated in coppice-economy. It need not
surprise, then, that we find worcls covering this whole range of activities.
Beside the verbs we find words for the objects of these actions : to
foliage (rupfen
Laub).
bark
bark, to tear out
- the fourth meaning-aspect
is now- also understandabie. Both
I thinl<
Gr. ì,én(r)a and Lett. luþt a\so have the (comic) meaning'to eat'. This
seems quite ununderstandable, but may fi.nd its explanation in the
fact tlrat the twigs-with-leaves (Germ. Løwb) served as fodder. For
the fact that one would rather expect 'to feed' (transitive) than 'to
eat'one needs only compare F.ng. to Íeecl,whtch is used both transitive
and intransitive. Not only is the idea of eating explained in this way in
its connection with the other notions of these verbs, even its comic
effect (attested for both Greek and Lettish) becomes clear : it was proappears then

hack,

to cut

perly used of animals.
7. There are quite a few other words that belong to this grouo. Not
the most evident is Lith. lèþti 'verzàrtelt, verwöhnt, verweichlicht
werden', which has been connected with À1r'¿,-,. In Fn¿pr'tKor we find
under lãþas ' (Pflanzen)blatt' many words that can nolv be easily
connected : laþynøs 'Laubwald' ; Lett. !Çþøtø 'abgerìssenes Stück,
Haut mit dem daran hängenden Fleisch', which can be easily connected

with 'to bark' ; lqþø (amongst other things) 'unförmig zusammengeballte Masse, Klumpen ' and from this leþøtø' Fuss eines Elephanten
oder eines anderen Tieres, das grosse Pfoten hat', then lóþø 'Plote,
Tatze, Klaue', is understandable from the lopped tree (one need only

think of pollard-willouts) ; lâ.þstø' Spaten, Schaufel, breites Ruderentfe ',
Russ. loþtø'Schaufel, Ruderbiatt, flaches am Ende breiter werdendes
Ding' may weli derive from the instrument used for barking (TnIen,
p. 40 : " mit dem Sckezøuel, einen Art kleinen, aber langstieligen
Löfieis "). Most convincing is the fact that øll these meanings can be
easily explained on the basis of the concept of coppice-activity.

orcfinrpov - rò pèv oJ no¡e $'iÀÀa xaì ð(ous
$rjoer, èrei, 8\ rpôra ropì¡v o ðpeoot ÀêÀ.omev,
oùõ' àvø$qÀfioer nepì yó.p þó. ë ya),rcòs ëÀetþe
$'iÀÀa

re

rcai $Àotóv.

where flÀÀa are expressly mentioned, referring probatrly to {ríìÀo xaì ð(ous ín 234.

For Àezpóe 'aussätzig, rauh ', of which the relation with Àlzo is to my mind far
from evident, I might refer to Tnren p. tro, where Olcel. loðenn 'bewachsen,
haarig, rauh' is connected wítin Lode 'sprout': " Rauh und haarig... wird der
Stumpf des Baumes, wenn er wieder ausschlägt ".

it

is not the meaning of the present article to trace all possible
do I claim that
as has been said in the beginning
cognates. Nor
given
most
e.g.
by
Tnten (though
connections are
all this is new ; in fact,
he
majority
Baltic
forms),
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l/ø<¿.
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first;
see
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literature
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group
was
Indo-European,
and
what
I want
have
thought
the
others
to stress is that it cannot be so. To show this it is sufficient to cite the
principai forms of which above has been shown, as I believe, that they
are cognate: Gr. Àiz(z)-c,:, ôìónr-i"u, ôÀou$-ôt,Lith. lùþ-ti, lèþ-ti,lã.þ-øs,
lub-à, lúob-ø, for which the following basic forms must be posited (the
B. But

(r) That Àlro originally did not only mean 'remove the bark' but also 'the
twigs and leaves ' appears from the only place where it occurs in llomer, A 236:
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prothetic vowel neglected): *leþ-lloþ-, *lwþ-, *l(o)ubh-. Fot, though
*luþ- and. *lowbh- could be considered as different enlargements of a
root *lew-, it is impossible to connect this wíl]n "leþ-. Moreover there is
the prothetic vowel in Greek, which is not flxed, and therefore probably
*H"el-,
does not represent a laryngeal ; for otherwise one might think o1
xHrleþ-, *H"leu-þ-, *H"leu-bh-' Such a series of root-forms would not
be entirely without parallel, but it fails to convince. It is much more
probable that this group is a substratum element.
Two things are then important. First, it is found in Greek, Latin,
Balto-slavic and German, which either points to one substratum language in central and southern Europe, or to the fact that these languages
got these words when they were spoken in central (or eastern) Europe.
The first is more likely, since the Greek words are typical for most Greek
substratum words, which most probably were introduced in Greece
itself (see for such words my Deaeloþtnent, Index II s.v. substratum
elements). Second, there is the prothetic vowel. If other languages
than Greek do never show a prothetic vowel in such words, then it
seems that this substratum language had a kind of iaryngeal sound,
which was vocalised only in Greek (just as the PIE laryngeals were
vocalized only in Greek of the languages mentioned).
that coppice economy existed in central and
Finally
southern Europe before the arrival of the Indo-Europeans, i.e. at least
before z5oo B.C. This is not very surprising ; indeed, what is surprising is
that we are able to demonstrate it.

-

in this position

we may conclude

9. There are other woÌds in this semantic sphere that make the impression of being non-IE, as e.g. $úÀÀov (whether it is cognate with Lat.
foliwm or not).
Without discussing all problems I would like to add some remarks on
the group around xoÀá¡¡ru (Tnron, p. 44-7).I do not discuss such remote
possible cognates as ordÀÀ<¿, orcúÀÀoo,Lat. scølþo,Ltth. skleñoþti lskleñr'bti;
if the last belongs to it, the nasalization shows non-IE origin (see e.g.
Deueloþment p. 13 with lit.). When rÀdôos belongs to it, xoÀárr¿,-¡ cannot
represent a disyllabic root, as *klUz-d- would give *rloô- (unless one
posits *kel-d- beside *kel-Hr-), but this connection is far from sure.
I think there are good teasons in the light of the above to connect

-
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xoÀ,À,úpa; r<íÀÀopos can also have the same meaning as r<íÀÀol).W"
note À /ÀÀ and p // ; though expressivity aiways opens ne\M possibilities,
one gets the impression that the group is non-IE. This is confirmed by
a form as roÀopds (and <<íÀÀol ; note o /a).
With regard to the semantic relations discussed in the previous paragraphs I think one is right in adding oxóÀ.otft ' Spitzpfahl'. This is confirmed by oxoÀ.tjtrrat, which is not connected with t<oÀdn¡a by FnIsx.
I cite his description " oxoÀtjnretv'èxríììew,rcoÀotJew; oxoÀ,tjrþat' xoÀoôoo,t,
rcoÀopôou; àvo,orcoÀ,ú,þas' yu¡,+vúoas H(esychius) ; öfter mit ¿iz-o- ' abhäuten, abstreifen, beschneiden ' ". As to the form it should be remarked
that an s movable in the (Greek) substratum ianguage is weli known (r).
The identity with roÀorjr¡ rcoÀopós is stressed by the glosses. When we
compare xoÀ.árru i oxoÀú¡rrc,t the impression of a non-IE word is strengthened. It should be noted that all the meanings (except eating) found
for the group *leþ lbh-, *luþ lbh- are present : r. to bark, z. to tear off
(èxriÀÀ,etv),3. to beat, cut back (in its in this connection essential notion
of. xoìoûou xoÀopãoar.). Surprising is the appearance of the notion of

circumcision ('beschneiden'). It was suggested by Tnion, p. 167-79
(who did not know this word) that there was a relation between coppice
and circumcision. I cite : " Die Beschneidung am Menschen hat die
Wirkung, die sie am Schnittelbaum, ..., Laubrupfbaum, ..., im Nieder-

wald hat. (...) Der Schnitt weckt den Nachwuchs wie am Baum"
(p. r68f.). Cf. specially p. 1741.on the Dschagga. (in this connection it
is noteworthy that the Indo-Europeans did not know circumcision.)
It would be overconfident to say that this confirms the supposed origin
of circumcision, but it confirms at least that the association existed

in Europe in antiquity.
University of Leiden.

R.S.P. BBBr<ps.

-

xóÀoc rcoÀoúou xoÀ.dn¡a¡ xóÀaþos xoÀÀ.apí(ø xoÀ,opós and perhaps xóìl'o,þ

'Wulst am Querholz der Lyra' and 'Wulst am Halse der Rinder
xoÀÀ,apí(at, it means " rdÀÀopos spielen, dh. einer
versetzt dem anderen, der seine Augen mit der Handfläche zuhält, einen
Schlag und fordert ihn auf zu raten, mit welcher Hand er geschlagen
wurde ". Fnrsr gives it s.v. rdÀÀapos' a kind of bread ' and adds " Grund
der Benennung dunkel ". I think we are allowed to connect it with
(when

und Schweine '). As lor

xóÀ.a$os xoÀ.dz¡¡ut.

(I have no opinion on the bread, but

see

Tntcn, p. 45 on

(r) Cf.
(o) rcvt

þ,

(o)

(o)ruôd$r¡ (øxivõøSos, rcwõd.Sq), (o)xtpp,i(ø, (o)xípnto¡rat, (o)xwõarþós,
xóvu(ø (rcvú(ø), (o) ropå114, þ) pûp'yt, þ) ¡ñÀa{, (o) pãõ$,-ryyes.
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